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	This Handbook on Metalloproteins focuses on the available structural information of proteins and their metal ion coordination spheres. It centers on the metal ions indispensable for life but also considers metal ions used as substitution probes in studies of metalloproteins. Emphasizing the structure-function relationship, the book covers the common and distinct characterstics of metallo- enzymes, proteins, and amino acids bonded to copper, zinc, iron, and more.
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Instant SQL Server 2000 ApplicationsMcGraw-Hill, 2001
The Ultimate Collection of Ready-to-Use Code and Expert Techniques

Build robust SQL Server 2000 database applications easily using the pre-built projects packed into this essential resource. Inside, you'll find step-by-step details for creating several practical tools that use SQL Server 2000 as the back-end. Every application, script,...
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Animated StorytellingPeachpit Press, 2019

	
		
			Animation is a limitless medium for telling stories. Artists can create worlds, defy gravity, flip from factual to fantasy, and transport audiences to places they never imagined. The challenge is having the discipline to reel it in and be intentional about your storytelling choices. This book shows you...
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REST: From Research to PracticeSpringer, 2011

	Anybody following the discussions around “Web Services” in recent years is aware
	of the fuzzy definition of the term, and a little bit of history can quite easily explain
	some of the confusions around current terminology (or use of terminology). The
	general idea of using Web technologies to not only deliver Web pages (HTML...
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Fat Manifolds and Linear ConnectionsWorld Scientific Publishing, 2008
The theory of connections is central not only in pure mathematics  (differential and algebraic geometry), but also in mathematical and  theoretical physics (general relativity, gauge fields, mechanics of continuum  media). The now-standard approach to this subject was proposed by  Ch. Ehresmann 60 years ago, attracting first mathematicians and...
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Mobile IPv6: Protocols and ImplementationMorgan Kaufmann, 2009
Mobile IPv6 has become the key enabling technology for mobile data and multimedia services and devices worldwide (i.e., cellular systems, VoIP handovers over LAN, multi-access network handovers, location privacy, enterprise mobile networking, etc.). 

This book covers the IPv6 host mobility protocol known as "mobile IPv6"...
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ARM-based Microcontroller Projects Using mbedNewnes, 2019

	
		ARM-based Microcontroller Projects Using mbed gives readers a good understanding of the basic architecture and programming of ARM-based microcontrollers using ARM’s mbed software. The book presents the technology through a project-based approach with clearly structured sections that enable readers to use or modify them...
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